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Overview
1. Deepening your understanding of the public
2. Moving beyond stereotypes: Understanding mixed views
3. Social psychology and breaking down ‘othering’
4. The role of attitudinal research
5. Sources of common ground
6. Connecting people across lines of division
7. Building our field

12 published reports and over 100 institutional partnerships

More in Common: research, partnership and projects
We Explore Our Differences
… demographics, values, and psychology

We Describe Current Dynamics
To understand the forces bringing us
together and driving us apart

We Test and Scale Narratives
That cut through polarization to reach
broad audiences
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(Immigration Message Test)
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Australians have far more ground than we’re made to think –
but we need to be reminded of it, and activated by it.

Key point #1
Finding common ground requires insights into our audiences –
who are we engaging, and who are we not reaching?

Better public engagement starts with understanding
national audiences (not just migration issues)

Key point #2
Just because someone holds some negative views on an issue
does not mean that they don’t have positive views too.
Most people hold mixed views of migration and diversity –
recognising both positives and negatives.

Those with mixed views about inclusion are often
concerned about the management of migration
•
•

•
•

•

Loss of control of borders, especially with unauthorised arrivals
Threats to traditional culture and values from rapid change - “It feels like [my
country] is disappearing”. They worry that migrants do not integrate, weaken their
sense of community, traditions and national identity.
Terrorism and crime – many fear increased physical threats from groups they don’t
know or understand.
Economic uncertainty – at a time of economic uncertainty, people worry that
migrants of all kinds may take jobs, undercut wages and put pressure on scarce
resources (eg hospitals, schools, transport and welfare).
Public health concerns since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic

A snapshot: a young female moderate Republican
on migration and the pandemic
“I know it sucks. But all countries should be slamming shut their doors right now. We
need to contain this thing …
[COVID] really isn’t an issue of immigration as much as people are trying to make it out
to be. If this is still going on, you know in six months or a year then yes, then it
becomes an immigration issue. Right now it is a "we need to keep our country safe"
issue. And all countries need to do that.
I know it sucks for countries … that can't afford things on their own, but to some
extent we have to look out for who's here already... [For undocumented immigrants]
there's no reason to deport them. Like, it's not safe for anyone to leave their
country right now… but as far as letting new people in yet? No no no!”

Most people hold mixed views (and 97% of tweets
about politics come from 2% of the population!): UK

Similar findings of ‘mixed views’ in the US (note that the
greatest outlier group is Progressive Activists)

Key point #3
Behavioural science gives new insights into the drivers of ‘us-versus-them’
divisions, and why a person perceive someone as ‘other’ to them.
These in-group and out-group dynamics are at the root of social divisions,
polarization and racism.
To build inclusive societies, the story of the ‘bigger us’ (our common ground)
must become stronger than the story of ‘us’ and ‘them’. This is at the heart
of our challenge, because humans are deeply tribal – it’s so easy for us to
perceive people from different groups as ‘other’ to us.

The core challenge is overcoming the ‘othering’ of
people who are marginalized
• A key insight from behavioural science is that
humans default to seeing others in terms of
groups, and perceiving in-groups and outgroups (‘us’ versus ‘them’)
• Communications that reinforce the
‘otherness’ of marginalized groups can be
counter-productive, even if they
communicate pro-diversity messages

Key point #4
Research provides valuable and timely insights into public attitudes,
which can prevent resources being wasted on ineffective
communications efforts.
Public perceptions often move in ways different to what migration
experts might expect.

Because of COVID-19, migration is currently seen
more negatively, through a public health lens
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Question: Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, how have your views changed about accepting migrants into
[YOUR COUNTRY], if at all?

Survey commissioned by More in Common, fieldwork by YouGov and Kantar, June 19-July 8 2020, N=14,000

But this public health lens can also lead to more
strongly pro-migrant views on some issues
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Would you support or oppose proposals to allow doctors and nurses trained in foreign countries to temporarily
practice medicine in America to help care for COVID-19 patients? (US average)
Fieldwork by YouGov: N=2,000 3/25-30 2020
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Key point #5
Enlarging the story of ‘us’ – whether in a local community, a city or country –
involves rediscovering our common ground.
Common ground includes shared sources of pride (things to celebrate), shared
priorities (things to work on together now) or shared aspirations for the future
(things to collaborate on for the future).

The question of what makes people feel proud
helps us find common ground
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Source: More in Common February 2020

The UK’s history
Disengaged Traditionalists

The cultural heritage of the country
Backbone Conservatives

Key point #6
The most powerful lasting antidote to ‘othering’ is connection, but the forces
separating us into our tribal identities are growing.
To build more inclusive societies we need to find opportunities for people to
connect across the lines of division, and help people feel a greater sense of
belonging and respect.
There’s a key role here for councils, schools, health clinics, churches, mosques,
temples, sports clubs, care homes, chambers of commerce, service clubs,
conservation groups and more – all the way to media and tech giants.

Application of this key takeout - Freital in Saxony in 2019
•
•
•

•

Hostile environment: arrival of refugees; active neo-Nazi
groups; welcoming coalition was labelled a "stealth proMuslim" organisation.
Diversity alliance changed its strategy from emphasising the
identity of minorities to emphasising the identity of the
whole town and notions of home and pride.
Strategy concentrated on showing what and who the town
"is made of” – e.g. a calendar portraying 365 "faces of
Freital", celebrating the lives, strengths and passions of their
fellow citizens. Instead of singling minorities out, it showed
them as part of a ‘bigger us’.
This shift from to a story of belonging won public support,
with skeptical groups now joining the alliance.

Key point #7
Building common ground touches on deeply-felt issues of national identity,
culture, pride, values, feelings of exclusion and human rights.
To improve communications efforts and public debates, we need to be willing
to challenge our assumptions, test different approaches, be evidence-based in
evaluating impact, build professional networks and create centres of expertise.
The social media era has made public debate more vulnerable to
disinformation, distortion and division – underscoring the critical importance
of these efforts.

